Introducing

Lightweight Composite
EMI Shields (LCES)

Lightweight
Composite EMI
Shields (LCES)

Cost Effective
Relative to machined metal
shields
Weight Savings
40% lighter than aluminum
Increased EMI Suppression
Carbon composite
EMI absorbing
Exposed composite
absorbs EMI instead of
simply reflecting EMI back

DESCRIPTION
Today’s military enclosures have ever increasing size, weight and
power (SWaP) demands and shape complexity. TE Connectivity (TE)
is a global provider of high performance polymer composites and
molding processes for military and aerospace enclosures.
Composite EMI covers provide a light-weight, cost effective alternative
to metal board level EMI covers. TE LCES shields are custom molded for your
specific RF applications and available in electroplated and carboncomposite options.

APPLICATIONS
Ideal for a broad range of applications, where EMI shielding of PCBs is
required such as:
- Radios
- Commercial and Military Avionics
- Radars
- RF applications

towards the board
MECHANICAL
Carbon reinforced composite, similar strength to aluminum
40% lighter than aluminum
Temperature Range:

-75˚C to +125˚C

ELECTRICAL
Carbon composite with electroplating to meet your EMI and mechanical
requirements.
Conductive composites for enhanced EMI absorption
Shielding effectiveness: >100dB SE (1-5 GHz) and >80dB SE (up to 20GHz)
Sheet resistance:

<0.6 milliOhm/sq. (5 um Ni, 10um Cu)

MATERIAL
Carbon composite with electroplating
Cost effective relative to machined or cast aluminum

STANDARDS & SPECIFICATIONS
Designed and tested to IEEE-299 specification
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Follow us on Twitter for all the latest product news
@TEConnectivity, and on Facebook, TEConnectivity.
Connect with one of our Subject Matter Experts
at www.DesignSmarterFaster.com
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